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	Project Description: In August 2020, the CZU Lightning Complex Fire burned nearly 87,000 acres in Santa Cruz and San Mateo Counties, including extensive redwood timberland.  The resilience of redwood to different fire severities and the lasting implications of the fire damage on wood quality and mortality is not well understood.  Additional studies with documented results of post-fire effects on redwood trees and corresponding internal defect introduced to trees burned at various severities would be helpful to inform forest management decisions. Objective and ScopeThis study aims to increase the understanding of decay in redwoods as a result of varying degrees of burn damage. We will attempt to determine the correlation, if any, between fire damage and bole decay from fire indicators and post-fire effects on live redwood, such as cambium death and bole sprouting versus limb sprouting. We will look at the likelihood of sapwood rot when the wet rot fungus (Coniophora puteana) grows on the bark.  Trees will be monitored from the spectrum of burn severities and will be scaled following harvesting over the next three years. The goal is to track approximately 100 trees per year.Research Question: What combination or severity of post-fire effects corresponds to burn damage that affects the merchantability of a redwood tree in the short term, and what are the potential implications for long-term redwood forest management?Location: The study area is on the west slope of Ben Lomond Mountain at San Vicente Redwoods in thinning projects planned as part of the Big Jim THP, #1-19-00043 SCR, and the 2023 THP. Approximately 1,000 acres of redwood forest burned with moderate to high severity in 2020 will be thinned over the next 3-5 years. The projects are in the Scotts Creek and San Vicente Creek Watersheds in Santa Cruz County. Methods: Redwood trees of various sizes will be tagged and assessed for burn damage while standing, as outlined below. Following cutting, they will be bucked and graded on-site with notes and photos to document the decay introduced by the 2020 fire. The data will be compiled and analyzed to develop a correlation between external post-fire effects and internal wood quality and merchantability.Burn damage assessment:• % crown scorch: Estimate the percent canopy with scorched leaves/needles• % crown torch: Estimate the percent canopy with branches without leaves/needles• % live: Estimate the percent live canopy present • % scorch, % torch, and % live • Scorch height (ft): Highest height of crown scorch• Torch height (ft): Highest height of crown torch• Max bole char (ft): Highest point where bole is charred (black)• Total height (ft) • Diameter at breast height (DBH) (in)• Sprouting on branches and/or bole • % Sprouting: Estimate the percent of the tree that is sprouting on bole and branches• # of sprouts at base: Estimate # of sq. ft of sprouts• Proportion of bole exhibiting external signs of fungal infection• Proportion of cambium that is dead: An axe was used to cut into the cambium in each quadrant• Max height of visible bark mold or wet rot (Coniophora puteana) on the tree bark. (inches)• Total surface area of external fungus • Other damages or abnormal characteristics• Burn Severity according to the Burned Area Reflectance Classification (BARC) Map• Photo DocumentationFollowing thinning, the redwood logs will be graded with the Scribner Decimal C log scaling rule.The project is broadly applicable throughout the redwood range and is increasingly important as severe wildfire increases.Collaborators include the landowners and the Conservation Easement holder of San Vicente Redwoods, POST, Sempervirens Fund, and Save the Redwoods League, who support this research and will implement the THP projects that this research will focus on. The researchers are forestry staff at Hamey Woods and work as the San Vicente Redwoods property managers who will oversee timber operations. We will dissect and analyze redwood trees harvested for restoration and salvage operations. Local foresters have collaborated with the study design, monitoring protocol, and shared experiences. The potential is huge for future collaboration and study expansion, with support.The feasibility and interest in the study have been demonstrated by the partial completion of a Pilot Study. We have tagged, geo-located, and collected post-fire effects data on 96 redwood trees in the Deadman Gulch Restoration project, where falling is in-progress. We have scaled and collected log merchantability data/photos on six trees after falling. In partnership with the EMC, we hope to monitor and track many more burned redwood trees for the benefit of future foresters grappling with burn damage following high severity wildfire in a redwood forest.
	Project #: 
	Budget Justification: The total funding requested is $112,900, with approximately $36,800 in Year 1 and $38,050 in Years 2 and 3. This funding will cover the time and materials for the foresters and forestry technicians to collect pre- and post-treatment data, working with timber fallers and lumber graders to process logs for evaluation and “cookie cutting.” 
	Research Themes, Critical Monitoring Questions, Rules and Regulations: This research seeks to document the resilience of redwood trees to different fire severities and the effects on the defect, wood quality, and mortality.  This question has implications for Emergency Notices and timelines as well as for the economic viability of timberland over time and for determining sanitation salvage priorities, timelines, methodologies, and reforestation needs.Decisions based on the long-term defect introduced to redwood trees after a fire have broad implications and influence critical question themes such as: Theme 6: Wildfire Hazard, Defect implications affect minimum stocking standards (14 CCR § 913.8) and reforestation needs Theme 8: Wildlife Habitat: Defect implications affect the development of habitat structural elements (basal hollows), post-fire retention of snags and den trees, down, large woody debris, multistory canopy, and late seral forest characteristics (14 CCR § 912.9).       The defect theme has implications for Substantially Damaged Timberland determinations, wood quality, merchantability, and mortality expectations.A pilot study was started in Santa Cruz County in the 2020 CZU Lightning Complex Fire footprint on the San Vicente Redwoods property. This study will build on the pilot by monitoring and collecting data on redwoods with various burn severities on the San Vicente redwoods property that will be cut over the next 3-5 years. The critical question this will help answer is the level of defect introduced in the burned redwood and the reduction in merchantable wood volume in 2023-2026. For a study continuation, it would be valuable to track post-fire effects on additional trees of various burn severities that will be cut farther into the future to help understand how the cambium damage that occurred in 2020 is compartmentalized versus how far the rot spreads. This project will capture knowledge gained by foresters analyzing burned redwood trees on timberland impacted by the 2020 CZU Lightning Complex and will document the defect from fire damage.


